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TRY AGAIN (1970)
The Apollo 13 accident put a crimp in the flight schedule but not in Deke
Slayton's desire for Al Shepard to fly a lunar mission or the scientists' desire
for a landing on the Fra Mauro Formation. The two desires came together in
Apollo 14.
Alan Bartlett Shepard, Jr., the oldest active astronaut (b. 1923), would be
making his first flight since the cannonball act ten years earli er that had been
Project Mercury's and the United States's first tentative step into space with a
human crew. The other two crew members were from the fifth group of astronauts, chosen in April 1966 , and had never flown in space before . The LMP was
Edgar Dean Mitchell (b. 1930, a more usual birth date for an astronaut), and
the eMP was Stuart Allen Roosa (b. 1933). Both men were primarily pilots like
the rest of the fifth group, but both also had degrees in aeronautical engineering,
and Mitchell had a Ph.D. in aeronautics and astronautics from MIT. Their backups were Gene Cernan, Joe Engle, and Ron Evans, whom the arithmetic 14 +
3 would seem to finger as the Apollo 17 prime crew. The mission scientist was
Australian Phil Chapman, but he was replaced as capcom for the EVAS by the
geologically knowledgeable and committed fifth-group astronaut and Apollo 13
survivor Fred Haise.
Another effect of the Apollo 13 bust was a change in the landing site planned
for Apollo 14. In August 1969, when Lovell's crew was picked for Apollo 13 and
Shepard's for Apollo 14, a fast-paced launch schedule had still been in effect.
Apollo 14 was to investigate a dark mantling deposit interpreted as volcanic ash
or other pyroclastic material. Possible landing sites were at Rima Bode II (13 0 N,
40 w), a linear graben adjoining an elongated probable volcanic crater that was
the blanket's pr esumed source, or a site called Littrow, which lies west of the
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later Apollo 17 landing site in the Taurus-Littrow Valley' Littrow had won out
over Rima Bode II at a GLEP meeting in October 1969,2 and Shepard's crew
trained for a Littrow landing in February 1970. Littrow was outside the equatorial Apollo zone but could be reached in winter. In one interpretation of the
Lunar Orbiter 5 photographs of the Littrow site, the dark material seemed to
blanket other mare units and a sharp ridge, so it seemed young. Here, therefore,
a simple H mission could learn (I) what lunar pyroclastics are made of, (2) what
gases caused them to erupt high enough to settle down as blankets, (3) what
ridges are made of, and (4) how late lunar volcanism had lasted.
Apollo 14 was moved to July 1970 when the launch pace eased up in 1969,
then to October 1970 when Apollo 13 was delayed from March to April 1970 ,
and eventually to February 1971 after Apollo 13 aborted. It could have gone to
Littrow in that month, but now everything had changed. The loss of the Apollo
13 H-type landing meant that Apollo 14 would probably be the last H mission,
though this was not decided until the developments described in chapter 15
occurred. Fra Mauro was ideally suited for an H mission. We geologists of GLEP
loved it. I remember thinking late one night in 1964 or 1965 while geologically
mapping the Fra Mauro Formation in the Mare Vaporum quadrangle that my
life would be complete if ever I had some crumbs from the Fra Mauro in my
desk drawer. Geophysicists who wanted a large separation between ALSEPS for a
passive lunar seismic network were bothered by the small separation of only 180
km between the intended Fra Mauro landing point and the Apollo 12 ALSEP;
they preferred the distant Littrow. However, the geophysicists who were preparing an active seismometer liked the close spacing for determining local crustal
structure and wished to explore the terra regolith and the seismic properties of
the predicted deep material. Another factor was that a mission to Fra Mauro,
but not one to Littrow, could photograph Descartes, an objective already considered important at this time. Fra Mauro and Apollo 14 belonged together like
bread and butter, and Apollo 14 was retargeted to the Apollo 13 site at an ASSB
meeting on 7 May 1970 .
Lee Silver was asked to lead the training for Apollo 14 but was too deeply
involved in his Apollo I I and 12 sample studies and his courses at Caltech.
Instead, the principal non-USGS and non-MSC consultant for the geologic training of the Apollo 14 crew was Richard Henry Jahns (1915-1983). Dick Jahns
had spent many years at Caltech before moving first to Pennsylvania State University and then, in the fall of 1965, to Stanford as dean of the School of Earth
Sciences. He had long experience in teaching and administration, was president
of the Geological Society of America in 1970 (Silver held the post in 1979), and
had served on seemingly every geologic advisory committee in existence, including GLEP and the geology team at the Santa Cruz conference. The Caltech-
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Shoemaker web included Jahns, too, for Shoemaker had been his student during his undergraduate days at Caltech and has said that Jahns influenced him
far more than anyone else . It was Jahns who interested him in joining the USGS
and Jahns who suggested his master's thesis area in New Mexico-whichJahns,
Shoemaker, and Bill Muehlberger visited together once in 1947. Muehlberger
had also been Jahns's field assistant in Vermont in 1948 and 1949. This pervasive web also connected non-Caltecher Chidester to the others, for he had
worked with Jahns in Vermont and first met Muehlberger there. It was Jack
Schmitt, however, who got Jahns into the training program. Jahns's scientific
insight and interest in new initiatives coexisted with a penchant for practical
jokes in the Caltech mold, which he and his students enthusiastically swapped,
and in off-color jokes that he kept improving. This lack of airs seemed desirable
in an instructor for Shepard.'
Chidester and a dozen other SPE and MSC geologists also trained the crew in
such places as Hawaii, SPE'S artificial crater fields, and, significantly as we shall
see, the craters Schooner and Sedan- at the Nevada Test Site. The orbital
science teams briefed the crew frequently. My turn came at the Cape on IO
June, when I was supposed to summarize the geology of the Moon with an
emphasis on basins. I am afraid that by this time I was too cynical about the
value of such briefings to generate much enthusiasm in either myself or the
crew. The academic side oflunar geology was not what was needed at this point.
Obtaining approval and funding for foreign travel was a problem for the USGS,
so in August 1970 MSC'S geologists took the prime and backup crews to the Ries
in Germany, where so much understanding of impacts had originated.
What was needed was an understanding of which rocks to collect and describe
and how to do it. Shepard did not approach this education seriously, and whatever greater interest Mitchell may have had was subordinated to his commander's attitude. However, Gordon Swann has said that the crew asked for two
geologic briefings as launch time approached.
The USGS published, under a new name and with some revisions, the premis sion geologic maps that had been prepared for Apollo 13 by Dick Eggleton and
Terry Offield.' On the more detailed map , at the I :2 5,0 0 0 scale, Offield mapped
two morphologically distinct kinds of terrain they called facies, meaning a subtype of a rock unit, as parts of the Fra Mauro Formation, but considered a third,
"smooth-terrain" unit (map symbol, Is) as possibly distinct from the impactgenerated Fra Mauro and possibly volcanic in origin. Eggleton did the same on
his regional map at the I :25°,000 scale and added a smooth facies of the Fra
Mauro that was subtly distinct from unit Is. Eggleton had been a dedicated Imbriophile, but during a long leave of absence from the USGS to obtain his Ph.D.
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at the University of Arizona, which was awarded at the time of Apollo 13, he had
caught a touch of volcanic fever from the Lunar Orbiter photographs.
The aptly named deep, sharp, and young Cone crater was the key to the
mission's success. The Apollo 13 computer had been set for a landing almost 2
km west of the crater rim, though Jim Lovell was supposed to "redesignate" to
a point only 1.25 km away if he could. For Apollo 14, this point became the
computer target as well. Cone had punched into one of the typical sinuous
ridges of the ridged facies, Fra Mauro par excellence . Eggleton and Offield
calculated a regolith thickness on the Fra Mauro Formation of between 5 and
12m, so by all rights a 370-m-diameter crater like Cone should easily have
penetrated the regolith and thrown pieces of the actual Fra Mauro bedrock onto
the surface. The landing point itself would be on subdued craters excavated in
the possibly volcanic unit Is. The geologists' interpretations would be amply
tested, and the age, chemistry, and physical properties of this most important
lunar rock unit, derived from deep within the Moon, would finally be learned if
the LMA1ltares touched down where it was supposed to.

A LITTLE FIELDWORK

Thirteen years to the day after Explorer I became America's first Earth satellite,
the launch of Apollo 14 on the afternoon of 31 January 1971 (2103 GMT)
marked the resumption of Apollo's fast-paced, get-it-over-with flight schedule.'
Eighty-two hours later the joined CSM and LM were inserted into lunar orbit,
and 40 minutes after that the S-4B hit the Moon and started the Apollo 12
seismometer quivering again. Shepard and Mitchell could easily see Cone crater and other landmarks familiar from their training as they guided Antares down
to a landing only 50 m from that well-chosen landing point and only 1,100 m
west of Cone. As of 0837 GMT on 5 February, Antares was sitting on a slight
slope at 3.67 ° S, 17-46° W, 40 km north of the crater that gave the Fra Mauro
Formation its name. The astronauts' view through the LM window revealed
more terrain relief than they had expected.
Five and a half hours later, Shepard descended the ladder under the scrutiny
of the first color television from the surface of the Moon, meriting the remark
by 33-year-old capcom Bruce McCandless, "Not bad for an old man." Shepard
could easily see the boulders on the rim of Cone and the Fra Mauro ridge, called
Cone Ridge, on which it sits. After devoting two hours near the LM to such tasks
as collecting the contingency sample, unpacking instruments and tools, photographing with the Hasselblad still camera and the ro-mm movie camera, and
moving and adjusting the TV camera, the two astronauts headed westward to
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find a good spot for the ALSEP . The Apollo 14 ALSEP included a passive seismometer, as did all ALSEPS except that of Apollo 17, but the geophysicists would
no longer have to wait for a moonquake or the impact of a spacecraft or a
meteorite, because there was also an active seismic experiment to be activated
after the ALSEP was in place. Robert Kovach of Stanford University had designed
a system of thumpers that could send their own signals into the ground. Of the
2 I total charges Mitchell attempted to detonate, 13 fired and 9 were detected,
as were Shepard's movements. Grenades were to be fired to create more seismicity after Antares left the Moon, but this artillery barrage was canceled when
weight-conscious engineers off-loaded a base plate designed to prevent the
whole apparatus from taking off or raising too much dust.
Shepard and Mitchell also sampled soil and rock from unit Is as they walked
back from the ALSEP site 180 m from the LM. To lighten the burden of the
samples and paraphernalia they had urged use of a wheeled carrier that everybody compared to a golf cart but which NASA dignified as the Modularized
Equipment Transporter (MET). They commented often on the surprisingly uneven topography and on the small size of the rocks near their traverse, opposite
in both respects to the more level but blockier mare plains visited by Apollos I I
and 12. However, as planned, they did pick up two "football-sized rocks" weighing almost 2.5 kg though considerably smaller than a regulation NFL football;
"football-sized" just means too big to put into a prenumbered samplebag. They
also got comprehensive samples (randomly selected rocks in a given area) and a
bulk sample (all material within a given volume) designed to eliminate collecting
bias. This first EVA covered about 550 m and took four hours and 49 minutes,
half an hour longer than planned.
Stu Roosa kept busy overhead while the others were on the ground. His were
the first systematic visual observations from orbit because those planned for
Apollo 13 had to be canceled, and he obtained 758 frames with his Hasselblad.
One would think he had plenty of time to observe while he was up there alone,
but he was often busy with other duties or simply did not feel up to observing.
He described a CMP'S life in jet pilots' language as "running two days at full
blow." This being 1971, his observations and photography emphasized terra
volcanism." Part of his volcano-hunting job would have major consequences.
His command module carried a special camera-the Hycon KA-74, or lunar
topographic camera - with a long-focal-length lens (450 mm), promoted by Hal
Masursky, whose purpose was to photograph the Descartes landing site stereoscopically well enough to certify its landability. Space gremlins caused the camera to malfunction over Descartes, though not over the adjacent terrain. However, in what he admits was a superhuman effort, Roosa was able to point his
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Hasselblad with a soo-mm lens at Descartes and roll the spacecraft to obtain the
desired stereoscopic shots. A lunar module would be able to land at Descartes.
The second traverse, on 6 February, longer in distance though shorter in time
than the first, was devoted mostly to geology; but there was also a geophysics
experiment. Instead of the stationary magnetometer that was part of the Apollo
12 ALSEP, the astronauts lugged along in the MET a portable magnetometer to
see whether the surprisingly large remanent magnetism found by Apollo 12 was
a rule or an exception on the Moon. They took the first of two magnetometer
readings at Station A about 170 m east of the LM, expending considerable time
trying to find Stations A and B despite Gordon Swann's admonition that sampling typical Cone ejecta and not determining exact locations of preplanned
stations was the main objective on the flats. The idea was that Swann's team of
geologists could reconstruct the EVAS from tile 70-mm Hasselblad pictures,
orbital pictures, voice descriptions, and their own notes and memories from
their listening posts in the back room. As Shepard and Mitchell moved eastward
from the LM they noticed few differences in surface texture or rock type when
they crossed the mapped contact from one facies to the other. There were only
breccias evidently created by impacts, not volcanic rocks as one would find on a
mare. The premission impact interpretation of unit Is was looking better than
the volcanic interpretation; it seemed to be made of Fra Mauro too.
Near Station B, about halfway between the LM and Cone crater, Mitchell
described the first field of boulders they had seen, noting their rounded, eroded
corners. More and more blocks appeared in the regolith as they approached
Cone. Mitchell asked capcom Fred Haise if he knew exactly where they were;
they had maps but none of the ranging devices that had been proposed, and they
were a little lost. An hour and a half after the start of the EVA and almost an hour
after leaving the LM, still 850 m from Cone, Mitchell noted that they were starting uphill: "Climb's fairly gentle at this point but it's definitely uphill." They
described a big rock with "a lot of glass in it," but Shepard corrected the description by telling Haise, "That was a glass splatter, Fred ." Haise advised them to
rest a minute. East of station B I Mitchell noted that the grade was "getting pretty
steep" and the footing somewhat firmer, two indications that their substrate now
was Cone crater ejecta. The backup crew had bet them that the heavy MET would
cause more trouble than it was worth, and the backups were winning. They
advanced faster and more easily carrying it than pulling it as they toiled uphill.
After they got within a crater diameter of Cone, more and more large and
small rocks appeared, as is usually the case for fresh lunar craters . To Mitchell's
surprise, however, there was less rubble than around craters he had seen during
training at the Nevada Test Site in September 1970, making him think they
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were farther down the flank than they actually were. Now they were really lost.
The undulating, dune like topography of the crater's ejecta blanket blocked their
view of landmarks even though the dunes were not as high as their eyes.?They
kept commenting on the steep slope and kept guessing where Cone's rim was.
Their heart rates rose (Shepard's to ISO beats per minute) and they began to
heat up and tire. But once they reached the crest of this young crater, what
glories of layered Fra Mauro might be revealed in its walls to the eyes of the
astronauts, the camera, and the geologists and taxpayers back home.
Peering inside Cone was important, but Shepard decided, probably correctly,
that collecting rocks was more important scientifically. At one point, when he
thought they were still at least a 30-minute walk from the rim, he said, "I would
say we'd probably do better to go up to those boulders there, document that, use
that as the turnaround point." And: "It seems to me that we spend a lot more
time in traverse if we don't [do this], and we don't get many samples ." Haise
passed on a couple of qu estions from the back room that did not sit well at this
juncture, judging from Mitchell's reply, "It's too early to make that darn judgment, but we'll tell you when we get there"; and Shepard's, "I think, Freddo, if
you'll keep those questions in mind , the best thing for us to do is to get up here
and document and sample what I feel is pretty sure Cone ejecta ." He knew that
seeing lunar subtleties depends on the Sun angle, which would be more favorable on the way back. During the 5 minutes before they got to Station B3 they
energetically debated how to proceed. Shepard thought a ridge he could see
east of their position was the rim crest and repeated his objection to spending
the time necessary to reach it. Mitchell thought, correctly, that the rim was
north of their position and said, "Oh, let's give it a whirl. Gee whiz. We can't stop
without looking into Cone Crater. We've lost everything if we don't get there."
Shepard countered, also correctly, "No. I think what we're looking at right here
in this boulder field, Ed, is the stuff that's ejected from Cone." M itchell's memory of NTS craters led him to say that the blocks were not the stratigraphically
lowermost part of the ejecta; that is, the part that is supposed to be right at a
crater's rim crest, "which is what we're interested in."
At this point Houston gave them a jo-minute extension on the EVA and they
stopped to take a panorama at Station B3. Then they proceeded toward what
Shepard called the west rim, making Haise think they were heading west. Actually, they were on the south rim and heading east. Mitchell had suggested losing
their bet and leaving the MET behind. Slayton was listening and had Haise say
that he'd cover the bet if they would drop the MET, at which point both Mitchell
and Shepard spoke in favor of sticking with the MET.
Finally they stopped at their easternmost point, which Haise told them would
be called Station c ', and took a panorama. Houston blessedly deleted a now-
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meaningless (my opinion) tie to the astronomical era, a polarization experiment,
but asked them to take the second and last magnetometer reading if they could.
They could and did, and also collected some documented samples and a core
sample that included a white layer beneath the more usual dark brown - but the
sample drained out of the tube and was lost. Shepard bagged some soil samples
of the layers instead, plus some more rocks, and they struck out westward to a
field of white and brown boulders they had seen. Upon arriving amidst this field
of huge boulders (Station C1) Mitchell chipped a sample from a white rock and
reported that the brown boulders were (relatively) white where they were
cracked open. He also photographed large boulders that displayed much banding and the clast-in-matrix structure typical of breccias. Shepard went around
picking up hand-sized grab samples and a "football-sized" rock (sample 14321),
which he described as the prevalent rock of the boulders. They were only 17m
from the rim of Cone crater but did not know it. The far (north) rim of Cone
happens to be lower than the rim they were near, so they were looking right over
the crater without seeing anything that looked like a rim . The boulder field,
called the White Rocks, extends to the south rim . Their total time at the geologic
wonderland of Stations c ' and C1 was 24 minutes.
They headed downhill, back toward the LM, which "doesn't seem like it's
getting much closer," still not knowing exactly where they were. They stopped
at Station C2, near their outbound tracks, where Mitchell managed to chip a
quarter-kilogram sample from a boulder that he described as "hard, hard,
hard!" Then they set off downhill , with the MET going "like a runaway truck,"
much faster than on the outbound leg to say the least. During a minute's stop at
Station og, Shepard reported that slumping had destroyed the stratigraphy in
the craters they saw, and Mitchell grabbed a sample . As they moved on, the back
room, through Haise, bugged them about the light layer in the Cone boulder
field. They made more brief grab-sampling, core-sampling, and trenching stops
at Stations E, F, and G, documenting some but not all of the r z-kg sample
total-partly because Shepard's camera fell apart. While he was trenching at
Station G, Shepard noticed "a very interesting-looking rock with really finegrain crystals in it. ... It's dark brown; dark part is fractured. Its fractured face
is very light gray with very small crystals." He had found sample I 43 10, 3.4 kg
fraught with implications for lunar geology, petrology, and geochemistry. Coring,
trenching, sampling, and photographing at Station G consumed 35 minutes,
more than Stations c' and C1 combined, and was the most important stop on
the homebound leg of the EVA.
After a quick stop at Station G1 they hurried back to the LM, with pieces falling
off the "God damn" unstable MET all the way. From the LM Shepard went out
to the ALSEP to realign its antenna while Mitchell went north of the LM, without
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the MET, to a field of boulders he had seen. Here, at Station H, he took a I.5-kg
sample and photographed the boulders, which are diverse breccias with evident
"inclusions"; that is, breccia clasts. He sampled a rock shaped like a turtle, and
named accordingly, which was perched on a larger boulder. The second EVA
lasted four hours and 20 minutes and covered 2,900 m. Back at the LM, tired or
not, Shepard had time to take three one-handed swings at two golf balls, a stunt
he had been planning for years if he ever got to the Moon. It is probably what
most people remember about Apollo 14.
During all of Apollo, sober operational and scientific demands struggled with
aesthetics and fun for time and attention. Sobriety usually won; recall the poorquality black-and-white television camera carried to Tranquillity Base. Few
color movies were made during any mission . Few frames of pictorial or aesthetic
value can be found among the very many taken, most of which are poorly composed and all of which are marred by reseau marks added in case the film was
not scale-stable to a gnat's eyebrow. In most instances I deplore this puritanical
focus on science . But the golf game did not set well with most geologists in light
of the results at Cone crater.
The total haul from the rim-flank of Cone (Stations B3, c', CI, and C2) was
16 Hasselblad photographs (out of a mission total of 417), six rock-size samples
heavier than 50 g, and a grand total of 10 kg of sample, 9 kg of which are in one
rock (sample 14321). That is to say, apart from 14321 we have less than I kg of
rock - 962 g to be exact - from what in my opinion is the most important single
point reached by astronauts on the Moon. A good job of documented sampling,
complete with meaningful descriptions of outcrops too large to sample, should
have nailed down the Fra Mauro. This did not happen. Getting back to the LM
had priority. Mitchell had the greater scientific knowledge of the two but was
misled by it (the matter of the boulder size); he also knew their location better.
But if Shepard's opinion had prevailed , they would have spent more time amidst
the boulder field, as I fervently wish they had. Two geoscience back rooms
attempted to advise the astronauts on the surface, one in the Mission Control
building staffed by Gordon Swann's field geology team and another set up by a
nervous Paul Gast in his building. Neither saved the day. The commander of the
future Apollo IS mission, Dave Scott, was in the geology back room and did not
like what he saw and heard. His crew, he decided, would do real geology, and
the back rooms would be better organized to help .'?
Both Shepard and Mitchell, however, became interested in their site's geology
after the mission. And although I have been rather hard on Shepard, the transcripts - reality as opposed to impressions - reveal that he did understand the
geologic issues . But the mislocations were disastrous. During a debriefing in
the LM after the EVA Mitchell described the situation by saying, "There simply
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wasn't time to look at [the boulders] in detail; so, we just grabbed, photographed,
and ran; and I would be kind of at [a] loss to give you an articulate description
of really what those rocks are like." And: "There are so many things we'd like to
have done, so many things to do, so many interesting things to look at here, and
we didn't even have the chance to scratch the surface."

LUNAR STRATIGRAPHY DIVIDED

Still, the Apollo 14 crew, the last to be quarantined, managed to bring 42.9 kg of
rock and soil back to the LRL. ll Was this enough to answer the questions asked by
geologists, geochemists, and petrologists? Of course there were preliminary reports," but the sample analysts had more time than before to mull over the haul
before they had to regurgitate their findings at the next Lunar Science Conference, the third, which was not scheduled until January 1972, after Apollo 15.13
The geology team had learned a lesson by trying to prepare the Apollo 12 report
among the distractions of home and office in Flagstaff, so they wrote the Apollo
14 report in excitement-charged Houston, though they finished it in Flagstaff.
Geophysicists and geologists often work at cross purposes, but all was harmony in the upper hundred meters or so at the Apollo 14 site. The geophysicists" and Ed Chao 15 interpreted the readings from the active seismic experiment
as consistent with thicknesses, near the ALSEP, of about 8.5 m for the regolith
and 19-76 m for the Fra Mauro - both right in the middle of premission estimates by Eggleton and Offield. Since Cone crater is about 75 m deep and lies
on a ridge, the ejecta blocks on Cone's rim must have come from a depth greater
than any reasonable estimate of the regolith thickness. That is, most of them
probably came from the Fra Mauro Formation, as had always been hoped and
supposed. Some could have come from the pre-Imbrian rock beneath it. Less
certain was where some of the samples out on the flats came from.
Geochemists and geologists sometimes see eye to eye, and sometimes not.
Take radiometric dates, the "whens" of science . In one sense, all materials are
as old as the Solar System. But geochemists want to know when their elements
were reshuffled into their observed proportions, while geologists want to know
when geologic units were deposited in their observed positions. Geochemists'
and geologists' dates are the same for igneous units like mare lavas, but not
necessarily the same for impact units like the Fra Mauro Formation. This is
because lunar breccias are like terrestrial conglomerates in that they contain
a mixture of rocks that once belonged to older deposits. To a geologist the
question of "when" is especially critical for "time x," the time of the Imbrium
basin impact and the deposition of the stratigraphically critical Fra Mauro
Formation."
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Two age groups among the Apollo 14 samples were discerned early on by
Dimitri Papanastassiou and Gerald Wasserburg ofCaltech's authoritative Lunatic Asylum. Ages of the young group cluster between 3.82 and 3.85 aeons and
are widely accepted as time xP The older group yielded dates of 3.87-3 .96
aeons and are thought to refer to clasts created in the pre-Imbrian target area
before the Imbrium impact sent them flying south. One horrible problem is that
the possible analytical errors are as large as the age difference between the
groups. Another is that the best old dates come from the Cone crater stations
and the best young dates come from sample 14310 and other regolith fragments
from the flats, according to the reconstructions of sample localities by the geology team," Conceivably, the regolith samples and the young dates are not from
the Fra Mauro at all but from a later impact. And the old dates might be from
pre- Imbrian rocks beneath the Fra Mauro. Here is a major legacy of the failure
to collect better and more samples from Cone, where, for all we know, tons of
datable samples are waiting to be collected from the Fra Mauro Formation.
Because the Fra Mauro and other products of the Imbrium impact cover so
much territory, the age of 3.82-3 .85 aeons can be extrapolated to large areas of
the Moon by crater counts and overlap relations, if the date is right.
Geologists also want to know how a deposit of rock like the Fra Mauro Formation got where it is now. At first glance - and, in my opinion, last glance - there
was nothing in the samples to refute the decade -old interpretation that the
formation is a massive blanket of debris ejected from the Imbrium basin. This is
true of all the facies identified as Fra Mauro by Eggleton and Offield and of unit
Is, originally thought to be possibly volcanic. The photographed boulders are
coarse, complex breccias; the hand-size samples lined up for mug shots before
being imprisoned in the LRL are complex breccias ; and the translucent thin
sections of most samples of all sizes still look complex when examined with the
microscope. Many of the clasts in 14321, the turtle rock samples, and other breccias are themselves breccias consisting of clasts in a matrix. Chao, who had been
unraveling the secrets of the Rieskessel in Germany in the decade since Shoemaker mailed him the first samples, knew about complex impact breccias and
placed the nonregolith Apollo 14 breccia samples in two general classes: dense
and dark, and friable and light colored. More of the rock-size samples are dark
than light, but the photographs indicate that the light are more abundant, a difference probably explained by all astronauts' tendency to pick up coherent pieces
of rock rather than weak-looking clumps. More samples taken directly from the
boulders would have established how the samples relate to the outcrops.
Details aside, the samples therefore settled two first-order matters about the
Fra Mauro Formation: its approximate age and its impact emplacement. Details
about just how a large impact works were and remain less definitely settled.
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This is not the place to review all the twists and turns in the debate about the
processes that created the Fra Mauro, but I can give some examples from the
debate at the January 1972 conference.
A once-popular idea, identified with petrologist Jeff Warner of MSC, was that
the Fra Mauro was hot when deposited and metamorphosed itself to varying
degrees afterward.'? To students of large terrestrial craters, however, the dark
bre ccia clasts looked highly shocked . Le ssons learned from the lightly shocked
rocks of the Ries led Ed Chao and Mike Oence, a pioneer in the investigation
of the Canadian Shield craters, to conclude that the Apollo 14 shocked rocks
probably came from pre-Imbrian depo sits that once lay in the Imbrium impact
target and were swept up in the light-colored Fra Mauro matrix. However, other
Ries experts, led by the outwardly dignified Professor Wolf von Engelhardt of
the University of Tiibingen, protested that a single large impact like Imbrium
could well have generated all the complexiti es visible in the Fra Mauro, including the shocked and unshock ed samples.
In another idea the Fra Mauro's variety of rock originated not at ground zero
but closer to the Apollo 14 site, as secondary impacts ofImbrium ejecta projectiles excavated both the fragmental debris and shocked rock and swept them up
(along with volcanic and miscellaneous materials) in a surge of debris that became the Fra Mauro Formation. This idea was broached at the conference by
Bill Quaide of the NASA Ames Research Center and later developed vigorously
by Verne Oberbeck and Bob Morrison at Ames and by Jim Head and his then
student B. Ray Hawke at Brown University.
I believe that the inadequacies of the Apollo 14 sample collection force us to
look back to photogeology and ahead to the results of other missions to decide
among these alternative s. All of them contain elements of the truth. Autometamorphism, incorporation of diverse target rocks, mixture of shocked and unshocked parts of the same ejecta blanket, and incorporation oflocal material have
all occurred on the Moon. However, my vote for Apollo 14 goes to some combination of the concepts of Chao, Oence, and von Engelhardt and their colleagues.
I am a great believer in the secondary impact of basin ejecta ; some of my most
original contributions to lunar geology have been in this subj ect. Nevertheless,
I think that the amount of locally derived material in the tru e Fra Mauro at
Cone crater must be smaller than the Ames and Brown group s believe, mainly
because the visible Imbrium secondary craters near the landing site are buried."
When a projectile some 50 or 100 km in diam eter dropped onto the Moon
almost four aeons ago, a rich stew containing rock that lay under it, along with
rock that it cr eated anew, flew and slid hundreds of kilometers away in all directions. Alan Shepard and Edgar Mitchell brought home to Earth samples from
one tiny but roughly typical part of the blanket. A mere 25 million years ago
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Cone crater punched into the Fra Mauro Formation and brought this record to
the surface."

FLICKERS OF AN OLD FLAME

Lunar terra volcanism lingered in the minds of the geochemists and petrologists
at the January 1972 conference. Some fragments in the Apollo 14 breccias do
consist of true volcanic basalts - those yielding the best of the old cluster of
dates - although most are a little different (richer in feldspar and more aluminous) than those that constitute the visible maria." There was nothing really
strange about this. Any target of a large impact on the Moon ought to contain a
little volcanic rock, which then became incorporated into the breccias created by
the impacts. Apparently, mare basalts began to flood impact basins before the
visible maria formed.
The geochemists were also still looking for a highland basalt. Here we are up
against some nomenclature problems. The analysts described a number of nonmare rocks as basalts because they are typically basaltic in mineral texture and
composition." This seems perfectly reasonable to those who do not think the
term basalt implies an origin. However, it confuses those who think of basalt as
an erupted volcanic rock that looks dark after it solidifies. I once saw a comment
by a reviewer of a lunar paper who was highly incensed that the paper's author
chose to employ the term volcanic basalt; after all, every idiot knows that basalts
are volcanic.
But not all lunar basalts are volcanic. Among the samples the analysts called
basalt was 14310. As had been suspected after the Apollo 12 mission, the Fra
Mauro Formation contains the interesting trace elements typical ofKREEP, and
14310 is KREEP-y (which is not the same as saying it is KREEP).24 Rock 14310 has
provided plenty of grist for a continuation of the cold-Moon/hot-Moon argument. It has been described, redescribed, interpreted, and reinterpreted to
death - including in 102 papers alone in the proceedings of the January 1972
conference and 120 more in the next six conference proceedings." At first
143 IO was thought possibly to represent a primary magma from the time of the
Moon's differentiation, but that idea had evaporated by the time of the conference. Next it was still widely regarded as a volcanic highland basalt formed by
partial melting of an earlier rock type. But the petrologists could not easily fit
14310 into schemes of magma evolution.
Now they know that although 14310 and many rocks like it from this and
other sites arose from a melt, the melt was created by impact shock; 143 IO is
impact-melt rock. This idea dawned on half a dozen investigative teams that
reported in the proceedings of the conference and was explicitly stated by half
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a dozen more. The summarizer of the conference concluded that it "becomes
more and more difficult to deny" that 143 lois a melt from an impact. The
KREEP is just one component of the deep-lying target rock beneath the present
Mare Imbrium. The kind of impact-melt rocks found in large terrestrial craters,
such as Manicouagan and Clearwater on the Canadian Shield, were starting to
turn up in abundance on the Moon. As later missions continued to discover
impact breccias where volcanic deposits had been anticipated, the preoccupation with the impact versus volcanic controversy subsided and the dominance of
impacts in shaping the lunar terrae became clear,"
So the rocks brought back by Shepard and Mitchell showed that volcanism
had no role in emplacing the Fra Mauro Formation and provided at least an
approximation of the much-sought absolute age of the Imbrium basin. However,
I think they did not do much to teach us how major lunar impact units are
emplaced beyond what was already known from photogeology. Geochemists
made strides toward a characterization of the Moon's composition but did not
establish what the Moon's original magmas were or how they formed. Geophysicists gathered data on crustal thickness and magnetism but did not and could
not characterize the lunar interior from two or three points. More rock and
more geophysical stations were necessary. But people had gone to the Moon
and collected fragments of the Fra Mauro Formation, fulfilling a wild dream.
AIl the samples are in Texas, and not in my desk drawer, and now and then
someone still squeezes them for more pieces to the lunar puzzle.

